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Abstract—
This paper introduces and analyzes a class of nonlinear congestion con-

trol algorithms called binomial algorithms, motivated in part by the needs
of streaming audio and video applications for which a drastic reduction in
transmission rate upon each congestion indication (or loss) is problematic.
Binomial algorithms generalize TCP-style additive-increase by increasing
inversely proportional to a power � of the current window (for TCP, ����� )
; they generalize TCP-style multiplicative-decrease by decreasing propor-
tional to a power � of the current window (for TCP, ���
	 ). We show that
there are an infinite number of deployable TCP-compatible binomial algo-
rithms, those which satisfy �������	 , and that all binomial algorithms
converge to fairness under a synchronized-feedback assumption provided��������������������� . Our simulation results show that binomial algorithms
interact well with TCP across a RED gateway. We focus on two particular
algorithms, IIAD ( ����	�������� ) and SQRT ( � �����!��" # ), showing that
they are well-suited to applications that do not react well to large TCP-style
window reductions.

Keywords— Congestion control, TCP-friendliness, TCP-compatibility,
nonlinear algorithms, transport protocols, TCP, streaming media, Internet.

I. INTRODUCTION

The stability of the Internet to date has in large part been
due to the congestion control and avoidance algorithms [1]
implemented in its dominant transport protocol, TCP [2],
[3]. Based on the principle of additive-increase/multiplicative-
decrease (AIMD) [4], a TCP connection probes for extra band-
width by increasing its congestion window linearly with time,
and on detecting congestion, reducing its window multiplica-
tively by a factor of two. Under certain assumptions of synchro-
nized feedback, Chiu and Jain have shown that an AIMD control
scheme converges to a stable and fair operating point [4], pro-
viding a sound basis for Jacobson’s algorithms found in most
current TCP implementations [1], [5].

TCP is not well-suited for several emerging applications in-
cluding streaming and real-time audio and video because its re-
liability and ordering semantics increases end-to-end delays and
delay variations. Furthermore, many of these applications do
not react well to the large and abrupt reductions in transmission
rate on packet losses that using TCP-style AIMD entails. To be
safe for deployment in the Internet, however, the protocols used
by these applications must implement “TCP-compatible” con-
gestion control algorithms, which interact well with TCP and
maintain the stability of the Internet [6]. The idea is to ensure
that the TCP connections using AIMD get their fair allocation
of bandwidth in the presence of these protocols and vice versa.

One notion that has been proposed to capture TCP-
compatibility uses the relationship between the throughput of
a connection and the static packet loss-rate it observes [7]. It is
well-known that the throughput $ of a flow with TCP’s AIMD
congestion control is related to its loss rate % as $'&)(+*-,/.10 %�2 ,
where ( is the packet size and . the connection’s round-trip

time [8], [9], [10], [11]. An algorithm is said to be TCP-
compatible1 if its throughput $'&3(+*-,/. 0 %�2 with the same con-
stant of proportionality as for a TCP connection with the same
packet size and round-trip time.

In this paper, we present and evaluate a new class of nonlin-
ear congestion control algorithms for Internet transport proto-
cols and applications. Our work is motivated by two important
goals. First, we seek to develop and analyze a family of algo-
rithms for applications such as Internet audio and video that do
not react well to drastic rate reductions because of the degrada-
tions in user-perceived quality that result. Second, we seek to
achieve a deeper understanding of TCP-compatible congestion
control by generalizing the familiar class of linear control algo-
rithms (of which AIMD is one example), and understanding how
a TCP-compatible algorithm competes with TCP for bottleneck
resources. While previous work on equation-based congestion
control has shown how adjusting the transmission rate as a func-
tion of the loss-rate enables interesting congestion control for
streaming applications [12], our work opens up the possibility
of using increase/decrease rules without tracking loss-rates.

An AIMD control algorithm may be expressed as:

I: 46587�9;:<465>=�?�@A?CBED
D: 4 587�FG5 :H,GIKJMLN2O4 5 @PDRQ!L;QSIUT (1)

where V refers to the increase in window as a result of the re-
ceipt of one window of acknowledgements in a round-trip time
(RTT) and W refers to the decrease in window on detection of
congestion by the sender, 4K5 the window size at time X , . the
RTT of the flow, and ? and L are constants. We have assumed a
linear increase in window in the RTT.

To better understand the notions of TCP-compatibility and the
trade-offs between the increase and decrease rules, we general-
ize the AIMD rules in the following simple manner:

I: 4�587+9Y:<465�=C?Z*[4]\5 @P?�B!D
D: 46587�FG5Z:<465NJML+4_^5 @ADRQ�L;Q`I (2)

These rules generalize the class of all linear control algorithms.
For a;bcD-T6d�beI , we get AIMD; for aCbeJfI�TPd�bgI , we get
MIMD (multiplicative increase/multiplicative decrease used by
slow start in TCP [1]); for aMbhJfI�TPdibjD , we get MIAD; and
for akb)D-TPd+b)D we get AIAD, thereby covering the class of all
linear algorithms.

We call these binomial congestion control algorithms, be-
cause their control expressions involve the addition of two al-
gebraic terms with different exponents. They are interesting be-
cause of their simplicity; because they possess the property thatl
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any d Q`I has a decrease that is in general less than a multiplica-
tive decrease, they might be suitable for streaming and real-time
audio and video. In particular, if there exist values of a and d
(other than a`b D-TAd1b I ) for which binomial algorithms are
TCP-compatible, then a spectrum of potentially safe congestion
management mechanisms that are usable by streaming Internet
applications would become available to us. It should be noted
that the generalized AIMD algorithms obtained by choosing dif-
ferent values of ? and L in Equations 1 are also members of the
binomial family. However, by just varying ? and L , the window
oscillations still remain multiplicative. For better control over
the oscillations, binomial algorithms make ? and L (in Equa-
tions 1) functions of the current window value.

We find that several TCP-compatible binomial algorithms ex-
ist. Based on theoretical analysis and simulation experiments,
we present the following findings:
� The $ -% relationship. For binomial algorithms, $ &
I[*�% �������� � . In particular, the linear control protocols MIMD and
AIAD have $ & I[*�% , which is significantly more aggressive
than the AIMD TCP-compatibility relationship, while MIAD is
unstable.
� The a =3d rule. A binomial algorithm is TCP-compatible if
and only if ak=)d�b I and d � I for suitable ? and L . This
implies that there is a wide range of TCP-compatible binomial
controls parametrized by a and d , and applications can choose
from this family depending on their needs and the level of rate
degradation they can sustain. Furthermore, we show that under a
synchronous feedback assumption, co-existing binomial control
algorithms converge to fairness as long as a
	!D , d�	!D and a =
d B!D . In particular, all the TCP-compatible binomial algorithms
converge to fair allocations.
� IIAD and SQRT algorithms. Of this family, we evaluate
two interesting TCP-compatible algorithms in the ,�a>TPd�2 space:
,�a b IUTAdZb D�2 and ,�a b I[*� TPdZb I *���2 . We call the first IIAD
(inverse-increase/additive decrease) because its increase rule is
inversely proportional to the current window, and the second
SQRT because both its increase is inversely proportional and
decrease proportional to the square-root of the current window.
Our simulations show that both IIAD and SQRT interact well
with TCP AIMD across a wide range of network conditions over
a RED bottleneck gateway.
� Drop-tail gateways may cause unfairness. Different TCP-
compatible algorithms may in fact compete unfairly across a
drop-tail gateway. The unfairness stems from the way in which
buffers are provisioned at a drop-tail (FIFO) gateway, which
may lead to different flows experiencing different loss rates.
Fortunately, an active queue management scheme like Random
Early Drop (RED) at the bottleneck link alleviates this unfair-
ness problem by explicitly equalizing packet loss rates across
all competing flows.

Figure I summarizes the qualitative features of a binomial al-
gorithms in the ,�a>TPd�2 space, including the points where it cor-
responds to the four linear algorithms, the line segment where
it is TCP-compatible, and the regions where it is more and less
aggressive than TCP AIMD. An interesting observation that fol-
lows from this figure and our analysis is that of all the TCP-
compatible binomial algorithms ( a =�d_bhI�TPd � I ) , AIMD is
most aggressive in probing for available bandwidth for given ?
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Figure 1. The � �U��� ) space of nonlinear controls from our family, with the � � �U�	 line showing the set of TCP-compatible controls.

and L . In this sense, AIMD is the most efficient and best suited
binomial algorithm for bulk data transfer applications that can
tolerate large reductions in available capacity upon encounter-
ing congestion.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II,
we discuss and analyze the properties of binomial algorithms. In
Section III, we delve into the IIAD and SQRT controls, present-
ing several simulation results with RED gateways and evaluat-
ing fairness with competing TCP connections. In Section IV, we
discuss the interactions between binomial algorithms and TCP
across drop-tail gateways. We describe the performance results
of our implementation of SQRT algorithm for an Internet audio
application in Section V. We compare our work to past research
on congestion management in Section VI and conclude in Sec-
tion VII.

II. BINOMIAL CONGESTION CONTROL ALGORITHMS

In this section, we discuss the properties of binomial conges-
tion control algorithms. We start by showing that the binomial
algorithms converge to fairness under simplified conditions of
synchronized feedback to sources. We subsequently build on
it in subsequent sections by deriving an analytic formula that
relates the throughput of a binomial algorithm to the loss-rate
it observes. We then use this formula to obtain the conditions
under which a binomial algorithm is TCP-compatible.

We note that the window-adjustment policy is only one com-
ponent of the complete congestion control protocol derived from
binomial algorithms. Other mechanisms such as congestion de-
tection (loss, ECN, etc.), retransmissions (if required), round-
trip time (RTT) estimation, and connection startup (e.g., slow-
start) remain the same as TCP. A practical protocol for Internet
audio/video streaming would use the same approach, including
timeouts followed by slow start on experiencing persistent con-
gestion, but without using TCP’s retransmission mechanisms.

A. Intuition

We use the technique of Chiu and Jain and represent the two-
source case as a “phase plot,” where the axes correspond to the
relative current window sizes, ��� , of each source, normalized
to a value between 0 and 1. As the system evolves with time,
the two sources adjust their windows according to the control
equations, leading to a sample path in this phase space. The
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Figure 2. Sample path showing the convergence to fairness for a general binomial algorithm with ����� � � .

key to understanding binomial controls is to realize how these
paths move in the phase space. To start with, we summarize
how linear controls behave [4]:

1. Additive-increase/decrease: Moves parallel to the 45
�
-line.

Additive-increase improves fairness (in the sense of Jain’s fair-
ness index2), additive-decrease reduces it.
2. Multiplicative-increase/decrease: Moves along the line join-
ing , ��� T�����2 to the origin. Fairness is unchanged.

Because binomial algorithms are nonlinear, their evolution in
the phase plot is not always along straight-line segments. Fig-
ure 2 shows a portion of one such sample path highlighting the
increase and decrease parts. For all values of a BgD , the in-
crease in ��� and ��� are not equal—the smaller of the two values
increases more than the larger one. This leads to a fairer al-
location than if both sources did additive-increase by the same
constant amount. On the other hand, values of d Q I in the
decrease phase worsen fairness. However, binomial algorithms
still convergence to fairness as we show in Section II-B.

The parameter a represents the aggressiveness of probing,
while d represents the conservativeness of congestion response
of a binomial control algorithm. A small value for a implies
that the algorithm is more aggressive in probing for additional
bandwidth, while a large value of d implies that the algorithm
displays large window reductions on encountering congestion.
Thus, it would seem that there is a trade-off between a and d in
order for for a binomial protocol to achieve a certain throughput
at some loss-rate.

Indeed, in Section II-C, we show that at any loss-rate, the
throughput depends on the sum of the two exponents, a =Cd . As
a corollary, we find that a binomial algorithm is TCP-compatible
if and only if a1=
d b I and d � I . We call this the a�=�d rule,
which represents a fundamental tradeoff between probing ag-
gressiveness and the responsiveness of window reduction. We
also find that schemes for which a =
d � JfI are unstable (Fig-
ure I) because $ does not decrease with increasing % in this
realm. Such schemes do not reduce their transmission rates in
response to increasing loss-rates.

�
For a network with � connections each with a share 	�
 of a resource, the

fairness index �_� ���	�
�� ��� �����	 �
 � [13].

B. Convergence to fairness

In this section, we show that a network with two sources im-
plementing the same binomial control algorithm with a�TPd 	 D
converge to a fair and efficient operating point ( ���Kb ����b I[*� ),
provided that a�='d B
D . The argument can easily be extended to
a network of �EB � sources by considering them pairwise. We
assume that the network provides synchronized feedback about
congestion to all the sources3. While this does not model all the
details of Internet congestion, this analysis does provide good
insight into the results that follow.

Without loss of generality, suppose ���YQ ��� , which corre-
sponds to points above the ���b ��� equi-fairness line in Fig-
ure 2. First, consider the left-most picture that shows how a win-
dow increase evolves. When aRb3D , the increase is additive, par-
allel to the ��� � J line (along line AB). When a B!D , the increase
curve lies below the a'b D line since the amount of increase in
� � is larger than the corresponding increase in � � . Therefore, it
intersects the maximum-utilization line � � = � � b I at a point
C, to the right of where the a b)D line intersects it. Such an in-
crease improves efficiency, since ����= ��� increases, and moves
towards a fairer allocation (i.e., towards the intersection of the
equi-fairness and maximum-utilization lines).

Now, consider a window reduction. Observe that when d�b
D (additive decrease), the window reduction occurs along the
��� � J line (DE), worsening fairness. When d6b I , the decrease
is multiplicative and moves along the line to the origin without
altering fairness. For DQ d�QjI , the window reduction occurs
along a curve with the shape shown in the middle picture of
Figure 2; this curve is in-between the two d+b�D and d+b I lines,
and causes the system to evolve to an under-utilized region of the
curve where � � = � � Q`I . This curve lies strictly below the d+b3D
line because the tangent at each point has a slope = � ^ � * � ^ � B I
when � � B � � . Therefore, it intersects the maximum-utilization
line at a point � that is closer to the fair-allocation point than
the previous intersection of the sample path with that line.

The key to the convergence argument is to observe that the
successive points of intersection of a binomial evolution curve
with the maximum-utilization line always progress toward the

�
This is the same network model as in Chiu and Jain’s work [4].
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Figure 3. Functional form of window vs. time curve.

fair allocation point. When ���!B ��� , this continually moves
downwards, and when � � Q � � , it continually moves upwards,
towards the � � b � � b I[*� point. Once � � b � � , a bino-
mial algorithm behaves like a linear algorithm, moving on the
equi-fairness line, though with different magnitude of oscilla-
tion depending on a and d .

It is easy to see that all we require in the above argument
is for at least one of a and d to be larger than zero, since the
sample path needs to move to the right at some stage. When
a�b3d�bSD , the algorithm is the linear additive-increase/additive-
decrease scheme, which does not converge. The window evo-
lution here remains on the � � � J line passing through the point
, ��� T ���[2 , without moving toward the fair-allocation point.

The above proof is valid under the synchronized feedback as-
sumption and shows that a network in which all sources imple-
ment the same binomial algorithm converges to a fair operating
point. It does not address the case of different binomial algo-
rithms coexisting in the same network.

C. Throughput

We now analyze the throughput of a binomial algorithm
as a function of the loss-rate it experiences. We start with
the steady-state model studied for TCP by Lakshman and
Madhow [14] and Floyd [10]. Using the increase rule of
Equation 2, we get using a continuous fluid approximation and
linear interpolation of the window between 4 5 and 4 587�9 :� 4� X b ?

4 \�� . � 4 \ 7 �
af=3I b

? X
. =��

(3)

where � is an integration constant.
The functional form of this curve is shown in Figure 3. We are

interested in two parameters marked in the figure: ��� , the time
between two successive packet drops, and 	 � , the number of
packets received between two successive drops. Both these are
independent of “time-shifting” the curve along the horizontal
(time) axis, which implies that one can arrange it such that a
downward extrapolation of the curve passes through the origin.
That is, without loss of generality and with no change to � � and	
� , one can set � b�D .

Let �� be the maximum value of the window 4 5 at time
X � (Figure 3), at which congestion occurs. Then, one can write

expressions for ��� and 	�� . Substituting 4 5�� b��� and 4 5 � b� � J L�� ^� in Equation 3, we get��� b X � J X �
b .

?�,�a =3I�2
� � \ 7 �� J
,�� � JML�� ^� 2G\ 7 ���

b .�� \ 7 ��
?�,�a =3I�2

� IKJE, IKJ L�� ^�� �� 2 \ 7 � �
b .�� \ 7 ��

? L�,�� ^�� �� =��R,�� � ^�� �� 2G2� L+.�� \ 7 ^�
? (when d QSI and L QfQ�� � ��^� ) (4)

The leading term in � � therefore varies as � \ 7 ^� , with the
succeeding terms becoming increasingly insignificant.	
� is the shaded area under the curve in Figure 3.

	 � b ,�a =3I�2 �� � �! 5 �
5 �#" ? X.%$

�� � �
* . � X (5)

Calculating the integral, we get:

	 � b I
, �_=�a-2G? � �A7 \� � IKJE, IKJ L�� ^�� �� 2 �A7 \ �� I
, �_=�a-2G? � �A7 \� Li, ��=!a-2&� ^�� �� (leading term)

b L
? � \ 7 ^ 7 �� (6)

The average throughput (in packets per second), $ of a flow
using binomial congestion control is the number of packets
sent in each epoch between successive drops ( 	'� ) divided by
the duration between drops ( ��� ). The packet loss probability,
% b I[*(	 � . Writing $ and % in terms of � � by substituting the
expressions for 	 � and � � yields:

$'b , ? L 2
�&)+* \ 7 ^ 7 �&, I

.�% �-).* \ 7 ^ 7 �&, (7)

Thus, $M& �/ ��021 � � ��� �43 for a binomial algorithm. This implies
that for a binomial algorithm to be TCP-compatible, $ must vary
as �/ ��0 � , and thus:

af=�d>b I (8)

We call this the aR=�d rule. This rule holds even under a more
detailed analysis that considers the effect of timeouts. It is
a straightforward generalization of Padhye et al.’s results [11]
to show that $E& �

965 7�89 7�:<; � �>=?* �(@ AB5 7�89 , / * �G7�A � / � , for a TCP-

compatible binomial algorithm.
To first order, choosing ? * L to be the same as for TCP would

achieve similar performance. Note that in our analysis above we
assumed a linear interpolation of window between 4 5 and 4 587�9 ;
i.e., we assumed an increase in window by 1 each RTT, rather
than an increase by I[* 4 on the receipt of each acknowledge-
ment. Also, we ignore timeouts in the analysis presented here,
but the results do not change in any significant way. We also
note that these results also hold for the random-loss model [9],
as described in [15], [16].
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III. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we present the results of our ns-2 [17] sim-
ulations of various binomial algorithms. We start by inves-
tigating the interactions between connections running a TCP-
compatible binomial algorithm (i.e., one that satisfies the a =
d
rule) and TCP, as a function of a , which determines how ag-
gressive the window-increase factor is. We then investigate
the performance of two specific binomial algorithms: IIAD
(inverse-increase/additive-decrease; aSb I�TPd�b D ) and SQRT
( a'b dZb D � � ; this corresponds to an increase inversely propor-
tional to the square-root of the current window and a decrease
proportional to it). We then demonstrate the effect of these algo-
rithms on the magnitude of oscillations in the transmission rates
of the congestion control protocols. We conclude this section by
studying the performance of IIAD and SQRT in the presence of
multiple bottlenecks.

Our single bottleneck simulations use the topology shown
in Figure 4. It consists of � connections sharing a bottleneck
link with total bandwidth equal to

�
, where all connections have

an almost-identical round-trip propagation delay equal to . � � .
There are 4 TCP connections in the reverse direction sharing
the bottleneck to introduce ACK compression [18] and elimi-
nate any synchronizations. Each binomial flow uses a modified
TCP/Reno with the AIMD algorithm replaced by the binomial
family; other mechanisms like slow-start and timeout remain un-
changed. Thus, the effect of slow start and timeouts on connec-
tion throughput is same as for a normal TCP connection. Each
source always has data to send, modeled using ns’s “FTP” appli-
cation. In all our experiments, we simulated each topology and
workload ten times and calculated both the average and sam-
ple standard deviation of the observed values. The figures and
graphs display this information.

Our results are obtained using the Random Early Drop (RED)
buffer management algorithm at the bottleneck gateway [19].
The maximum queue size � at the bottleneck was set to

���
. � � , the bandwidth-delay product of the path. The minimum
and maximum drop thresholds ( ��� �>5�� and �
	�� 5�� ) were set to
D � ��� and D � � � respectively, and the connections used a packet
size of 1 KByte. Each connection was started at uniformly dis-
tributed random times in

� D T � � seconds and throughput was cal-
culated over the interval X b �UD� to XZb � D�D� .
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A. TCP-compatibility

Our first set of results (Figure 5) show how binomial algo-
rithms interact with each other and with TCP. To study the effect
of a and d on TCP, we simulated two connections ( �;b � ), one
TCP and the other a binomial algorithm parametrized by a . We
show three sets of results corresponding to the three cases a =�d
equal to, less than, and greater than I . For these simple scenar-
ios, these results validate the a =Ed rule for TCP-compatibility,
since the long-term throughput for the binomial algorithms for
which a =)d1b I are close to that of TCP. These results also
show that TCP-friendliness implies TCP-compatibility across
RED gateways.

B. IIAD and SQRT Algorithms

While IIAD is less aggressive than AIMD in the rate at which
it probes for bandwidth ( a b I ), it only reduces its window by
a constant upon congestion ( d b D ). We choose the values of
? and L such that the theoretical throughput of IIAD is close
to the throughput of TCP AIMD. There are an infinite number
of values for ? and L corresponding to this; we pick one pair,
?jb I � �-TGL�b I (we use L b I to reduce the errors in win-
dow adjustment caused by ns-2’s requirement of integral win-
dow values). Although the analysis given in this paper suggests
? b � and L)b I , a more detailed analysis considering time-
outs gives values close to ?SbhI � � and L3bcI ; detailed results
analyzing the sensitivity of ? and L are available in the techni-
cal report [15], which shows that all values of ? * L in the range
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� D � � TPD � � � are roughly equivalent.
We compare the fairness of IIAD relative to another IIAD

connection and to a TCP/Reno connection sharing the same bot-
tleneck, using the topology and workload in Figure 4. In these
experiments, �`b I�D , with five connections of each kind, and
each connection was started at a random time in

� D T � � seconds.
Each experiment was conducted using a bottleneck bandwidth� b I D Mbps and a round-trip time . � � between 10ms and
640ms.

Figure 6 plots the throughput ratio for two IIAD connections
on one curve and for one IIAD and one TCP connection on the
other. These results show that IIAD is fair to both the IIAD
and to TCP across a wide range of . � � values. At very large
. � � s, the standard deviation of results increases because the
time for which simulations are run becomes small in terms of
the number of round-trips for which the connections are active.

We also plot the effect of varying packet loss-rates in the In-
ternet on the fairness of IIAD algorithms in Figure 7. This curve
also shows that IIAD connections are fair to TCP and to them-
selves across a wide range of loss-rates. At very high loss-rates,
TCP gains because of its more aggressive probing for band-
width, and it is able to recover faster from burst losses. Simi-
lar results were obtained with SQRT algorithm as well. In fact,
as expected, SQRT algorithm gave faster convergence to fair-
ness and hence was fairer to TCP over smaller time scales than
IIAD [15], [16].

We now consider the impulse-response behavior of the bino-
mial algorithms. Our experiences with these experiments across
several binomial algorithms have convinced us that slow-start
(or a similar mechanism) is an important component of any prac-
tical protocol to ensure that a connection converges relatively
quickly, within a few . � � s to close to the fair value. We show
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Figure 10. A TCP flow responding to periods of low loss-rate interspersed with
periods of high loss-rate.

an example of this in Figure 8, which shows how slow-start en-
ables a new TCP connection to catch up and share bandwidth
with a long-running IIAD connection.

These results also hold when the number of connections in-
creases. Figure 9 shows the window variation for five of fif-
teen concurrent IIAD flows sharing the bottleneck link. At time
Xib �UD seconds, a TCP AIMD connection starts (the impulse at
X b � D ), and is able to grab its share of bandwidth even in the
presence of several other long-lived IIAD connections, as can
be seen from the TCP window evolution after about XZb � � sec-
onds. Similar results hold for IIAD and SQRT connections in
the presence of TCP connections [15].

C. Reduction in oscillations

We now demonstrate the effectiveness of TCP-compatible bi-
nomial algorithms in reducing bandwidth oscillations. The loss-
rate at the bottleneck link was switched between 25% and 0.5%.
The low loss-rate period lasted for 50s while the high loss-rate
period lasted for 1s. We study the effect of this loss pattern
on TCP AIMD, IIAD, SQRT, and an AIMD algorithm with in-
crease/decrease parameters set to ? b D � � I and L`bcD � I ��� in
Equation 1.

Figure 10 shows the packet drops and the transmission rate,
averaged over 0.2s, 1s, and the entire connection, of a TCP
AIMD connection for this loss pattern. As expected, the TCP
AIMD shows a noticeable amount of oscillation in transmis-
sion rate even when the loss rate is constant. On the posi-
tive side, it responds fast to changes in loss rate. Figures 11
and 12 show the same results for IIAD and SQRT. IIAD shows
negligible oscillations, but is slower to respond to bandwidth
changes. We also plot the oscillations resulting from using
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Figure 11. An IIAD flow responding to periods of low loss-rate interspersed
with periods of high loss-rate.
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Figure 12. A SQRT flow responding to periods of low loss-rate interspersed
with periods of high loss-rate.

SQRT and AIMD. These results show the tradeoffs between in-
crease/decrease rules, where slower oscillations also result in
slower response in general. The relative merits of these vari-
ous slowly responsive congestion control algorithms, including
a comparison to equation-based approaches, is a topic of on-
going research.

D. Multiple connections and bottlenecks

This section investigates the impact of scale on binomial al-
gorithms along two dimensions: (i) increasing the number of
concurrent connections across a single bottleneck, and (ii) in-
vestigating performance across multiple bottleneck links.

To understand how several connections using different TCP-
compatible binomial algorithms interact with each other, we
simulate several concurrent connections running different algo-
rithms sharing the bottleneck. The topology we use is shown in
Figure 4 with

� b � D Mbps and . � �hb �UD ms. We choose
values of aRb � D-TAD � � �-TPD � � TAD � � �-T I�� and d+b I�J a , and vary the
total number of connections � . For each value of a , we set up
� *�� connections, and start each connection at a random time in
the interval

� D-T � � seconds. In Figure 14, we plot the mean value
of the fairness index (ten runs for each point) along with 95%
confidence intervals.

To study the impact of multiple bottlenecks and background
traffic on the performance and fairness of binomial algorithms,
we simulated the topology shown in Figure 15. The maximum
number of HTTP connections for each HTTP source was set to 5
and all other parameters were set to the default values from ns-2
for the HTTP and CBR sources and sinks. The window variation
for the TCP AIMD and IIAD sources are shown in figure 16.
As can be seen from this figure, the bottleneck bandwidth gets
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Figure 13. An AIMD flow responding to periods of low loss-rate interspersed
with periods of high loss-rate.
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distributed fairly among these sources even in the presence of
multiple bottlenecks. We observed the same behavior for other
sources in this simulation and also when we replaced IIAD with
SQRT.

IV. DROP-TAIL VS. RED GATEWAYS

We now study the interactions between binomial algorithms
and TCP AIMD over a drop-tail bottleneck gateway, observing
some surprising effects. Figure 17 shows the window variation
and bottleneck buffer occupancy for two connections, one TCP
AIMD and the other IIAD, sharing a drop-tail bottleneck gate-
way. We see that TCP starts losing and its window keeps de-
creasing until it starts to oscillate below its fair share because
no buffers are available to it. On the other hand, IIAD starts
grabbing more and more bandwidth.

At first, we found this result puzzling because the theory and
the a =!d rule had predicted that as long as a =�dNb I , the long-
term throughput of a binomial algorithm would be equal to TCP
AIMD. However, closer examination of the bottleneck buffer
occupancy revealed the problem. In a congested network, the
“steady state” of a drop-tail bottleneck queue is not empty. IIAD
is less aggressive than AIMD, and when it reduces its window,
does not completely flush the queue. When a drop-tail gateway
has been configured with a queue size of

� � . � � , it ensures that
TCP-style “factor-of-two” multiplicative decrease brings the re-
ducing connection’s contribution to the bottleneck occupancy
down to (or close to) 0. This allows other competing connec-
tions to ramp up and also ensures that sufficient buffers are avail-
able for the window to increase before another “factor-of-two”
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reduction happens. In contrast, a non-AIMD TCP-compatible
binomial algorithm, by its very design, ensures that window re-
ductions are not drastic. As a result, it ends up with more than
its fair share of the bottleneck, and a window reduction does not
flush all of its packets from a queue optimized for TCP-style
AIMD. In fact, the competing AIMD window oscillates as if it
sees buffers equal to the additive-decrease term (the amount of
buffer freed by IIAD on a reduction) of the IIAD algorithm. The
result is that the loss-rates observed by the two flows competing
at a drop-tail bottleneck are not equal. This argument also shows
how buffer provisioning is intimately tied to the window adjust-
ment algorithm of the end-systems for drop-tail gateways.

In contrast, RED gateways are designed to accommodate
bursts and maintain small average queue sizes by providing
early congestion indications. They seem ideally suited to bino-
mial algorithms because they do not tie buffer sizing closely to
the precise details of window adjustment of the end-points. In-
stead they vary the drop rate as a function of queue size making
all flows see the same drop rate. This is yet another among the
many other compelling reasons for the Internet infrastructure to
move to a more active queue management scheme like RED.

We do not view the TCP-unfairness of the binomial algo-
rithms across drop-tail gateways as a deployment problem: first,
the binomial algorithms obtain better throughput than TCP
AIMD with drop-tail gateways, which augurs well for applica-
tions using them! Second, any scalable scheme for detecting
flows using more than their share of bandwidth would likely use
an active queue management scheme and not a drop-tail gate-
way, which would ensure that true fairness to TCP is achieved.
We emphasize that the adverse interactions of the binomial al-
gorithms with TCP are primarily a consequence of the adverse
effects of drop-tail queue management.

An important consequence of the above findings and argu-
ments is that justifying a congestion control algorithm as com-
peting fairly with TCP purely on the basis of the TCP-friendly
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equation is not always correct. While our experience indicates
that this is reasonable with certain types of queue management
(such as RED), it is incorrect when congestion occurs at a drop-
tail gateway because the equation does not model competition
for buffer space. Obtaining a set of sufficient conditions for the
safe deployment of TCP-compatible congestion control in the
Internet is an open question, which must consider the dynamic
nature of network conditions and competition for router buffer
space.

V. IMPLEMENTATION

We implemented the SQRT congestion control algorithm
in the Linux 2.2.9 kernel as part of the Congestion Manager
(CM) [20], [21] to provide congestion-controlled UDP sock-
ets. We experimented with the Internet audio conferencing tool,
vat, in unicast mode. Figure 18 shows the congestion window
variation for a transfer as a function of 10 ms time intervals
for an audio session between two Linux machines. These ma-
chines were on the same LAN, but were configured with a pipe
of bandwidth 50 Kbit/s and RTT 900 ms between them using
Dummynet [22]. The figure shows the effectiveness of SQRT
congestion control in alleviating the large TCP-style “factor-of-
two” reductions. The magnitude of oscillations are smaller than
what AIMD would observe.

Figure 19 shows the congestion window variation for a vat
transfer between two Linux machines, one at MIT and the other
at University of California, Berkeley. Again, the magnitude of
oscillations are much smaller than with AIMD. The window
keeps increasing because the bandwidth available between these
two machines was much higher than the 64Kbps, rate at which
vat samples audio data. This graph also demonstrates the work-
ing of SQRT across the Internet, showing that the occasional
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reductions are not drastic.
One concern for the large-scale deployment of IIAD algo-

rithms in the Internet may be that their relatively mild reduction
in window on experiencing congestion may affect Internet sta-
bility. However, we believe that the primary threat to the Inter-
net stability comes not from the flows using some form of TCP-
compatible congestion control but from flows that do not use
any congestion control at all. Moreover, the prevention of con-
gestion collapse does not require that flows reduce their sending
rate by half in response to a single congestion indication. Fur-
thermore, our protocols do reduce their transmission window to
one upon persistent congestion (e.g., on a timeout), which helps
during times of extreme congestion. We believe that it is impor-
tant to have such mechanisms in any congestion control mech-
anism derived from the TCP-compatible binomial algorithms.
The aim of this paper has been to present binomial algorithms
as a viable option; further real-world experimentation needs to
be done to engineer these controls before widespread deploy-
ment can occur.

VI. RELATED WORK

Chiu and Jain analyzed the performance of linear controls,
deriving the conditions for efficient convergence to fairness un-
der a synchronized-feedbackassumption [4]. To our knowledge,
a thorough analysis and evaluation of any family of nonlinear
congestion control algorithms has not been done until now. We
also focus on TCP-compatibility, recognizing the large deployed
base of TCP AIMD algorithms.

Much of the classical literature on end-system congestion
management was motivated by reliable unicast transport, and
included both window- and rate-based approaches. In addi-
tion to Jacobson’s TCP algorithms [1] and various recent TCP
enhancements (e.g., [23], [24], [25]), a prominent example is
Ramakrishnan and Jain’s linear DECBit scheme that used a
multiplicative-decrease factor of

� * � .
Recent trends in Internet applications and traffic have led to

a renewed interest in end-system congestion control protocols.
Several emerging applications including unicast audio and video
are best transported over an application-level protocol running
over UDP, rather than over TCP because they do not require a
fully-reliable in-order delivery abstraction. Using TCP leads to a
large delay variation caused by retransmissions, and perceptual
quality shows sudden degradations in the face of a TCP-style
window reduction for these applications.

Much recent work has focused on congestion control for

adaptive applications. Rejaie et al.’s Rate Adaptation Protocol
(RAP) uses AIMD, relying on frequent receiver acknowledg-
ments to adjust the sender’s rate [26]. They also propose a qual-
ity adaptation algorithm for discretely-layered streams at the re-
ceiver to handle the rate variations triggered by AIMD [27]. In
the context of multicast, McCanne et al.’s receiver-driven lay-
ered multicast (RLM) incorporates a probing and rate reduction
mechanism for layered video [28]. Sisalem and Schulzrinne’s
Loss-Delay-based Adjustment (LDA) scheme uses an AIMD
rate control at the sender, using RTCP [29] for feedback [30].
Schemes like RAP and LDA can use a binomial algorithm (e.g.,
IIAD or SQRT) to avoid drastic rate reductions on encounter-
ing congestion. Golestani has formulated congestion control as
a global optimization problem and has proposed a class of con-
gestion control policies based on rewards and costs [31].

To combat the ill-effects of multiplicative decrease on a single
packet loss, various researchers have been looking at the class
of “equation-based control algorithms” [12], [32], [33]. These
are schemes where the sender measures the packet loss-rate and
round-trip time over some past time and uses these estimates
to determine a TCP-compatible transmission rate based on an
equation relating TCP throughput to the loss rate [11]. The ef-
fectiveness of such schemes depends critically on the method
used to estimate loss rate [12], [34]. Rhee et al. recently pro-
posed the TEAR scheme where receivers estimate the TCP-
friendly rate for senders to use. A comparison of binomial algo-
rithms with equation-based approaches and TEAR is a topic of
on-going research.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we presented and evaluated a new family of
nonlinear congestion management algorithms, called binomial
algorithms. They generalize the familiar class of linear algo-
rithms; during the increase phase, 4_587 � b 465 =E?Z*[4 \5 and on
experiencing a loss , 4 587+F 5 b 4 5 J�L�4 ^5 . We showed that a
network with sources running the same binomial algorithm con-
verges to fairness under a synchronized-feedback assumption if
a =)d BgD and at least one of a or d is positive, and that the
throughput of a binomial algorithm $�&gI[*�% �������� � , where % is
the loss rate it encounters. As a corollary, a binomial algorithm
is TCP-compatible if and only if a =Cd+b I and d � I (the af=!d
rule).

The a'= d rule represents a fundamental trade-off between
probing aggressiveness and congestion responsiveness, with
small values of d being less drastic in window reduction. Hence,
we believe that binomial algorithms with d Q)I are well-suited to
applications like audio and video that do not react well to dras-
tic multiplicative decrease. Our preliminary experiments seem
to justify this hypothesis, although more validation and research
is needed before widespread deployment can be recommended.
For applications that simply want to transmit as much data as
quickly as they can without worrying about the degree of rate
variations while doing so, the a_=Md rule shows that AIMD is the
most efficient of all the TCP-compatible binomial algorithms in
aggressively probing for bandwidth.

Our simulation results showed good performance and inter-
actions between binomial algorithms and TCP, especially using
RED. We also found that TCP-compatible binomial algorithms
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like IIAD or SQRT obtain higher long-term throughput than
TCP across a drop-tail bottleneck gateway, because of a higher
average buffer occupancy. Active queue management schemes
like RED allow binomial algorithms and TCP to interact well
with each other, which may be viewed as another among many
important reasons to eliminate drop-tail gateways from the In-
ternet infrastructure.

We believe that the results presented in this paper lead to a
deeper understanding of the issues involved in the increase and
decrease phases of a congestion management algorithm and in
the notion of TCP-compatibility. We hope that our findings will
spur further research into congestion control dynamics to obtain
a fundamental understanding of a future Internet with multiple
coexisting congestion control algorithms and protocols.
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